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Abstract: Design of a wedge supersonic diffuser with the maximum pressure recovery is the goal of this

research. With a calculating program that uses a special algorithm for optimized shocks arrangement, the

best shocks arrangement with attention to ramp numbers defined. Optimal shape of supersonic diffuser

defines in each Mach number with attention to ramp numbers and maximum pressure recovery defined.

Negative influence of separated flow in throat section is reduced to minimum level with translation of

below surface to top. This algorithm has been used to design a supersonic wedge intake that operating

in mach 2. Designed diffuser can transfer 1 kilogram per second in sea level condition. Use this design

method for mach 2.5 to 6.5. Flow treatment is evaluated in off-design point condition. An analysis of fluid

dynamic flow filed is done with solving of Euler's equations and by means of C.F.D codes and compare

with analytical and parametrical analysis.
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 INTRODUCTION

Success of air breathing engines depended on their

components. One of these components that have a

significant role in maneuverability of flying vehicle is

intake that provides sufficient air flow rate for engine

collection. Also, air intake reduces free stream air

speed and converts kinetic energy to pressure energy

terms. On the increment of exhaust velocity, the static

pressure of entrance air has a significant role in the

engine efficiency improvement.[1]

Maximum static pressure recovery in a diffuser

obtains with isentropic process and equal to total

pressure. If an intake designed in a manner that free

stream diffused with isentropic surface, maximum

pressure recovery is obtained. But intake with this

characteristic has a long length and heavy. The other

method to obtain high pressure recovery is used of

multiple oblique shocks with special arrangement.

Usually use oblique shock to diffusing in stream for

Mach 1.5 to 3.5 that lead to product a low weight

geometry and desirable pressure recovery than

isentropic design. In 1950 and during Second World

War, oswatitstch was the first person from German that

seriously investigated on supersonic diffuser. He

obtained the optimal shocks arrangement for the first

instance. After him, American scientists of NACA have

a good research for bomark and talos supersonic ramjet

missile.[2-3-4]

In 1971, Boeing air plan factory scholars design an

axisymmetric inlet with 0.25 scale factor that install in

j85 Turbojet engine and test it in range of mach 0.6 to

1.5. In this modeling with static pressure sensor

installed in throat, exhaust valve was controlled to

obtain a fixed mach number in various test condition. .[6]

In 1995, professor "NASUTI" and his colleagues

from "La Sapienza" university in Italy performed an

advanced research in optimization of wedge supersonic

intake design. Their designer team decided to perform

more inquiry on variable geometry inlet and

optimization of boundary layer bleed design.[2]

In 2002, flow stability test in axisymmetric dual Y

shape intake in mach 1.6 accomplished with Indian

aeronautic department. In this test, several aspect ratios

were considered experimentally.[7]

In 2006, study of flow filed in the entrance of a

supersonic turbojet engine was performed by "Joe

Iannelli" in aeronautic research university. In these

numerical studies, flow filed was simulated steady and

unsteady and fluid equation has been solved with and

without (Euler equation) viscosity effect. The main goal

of this research is optimization of supersonic diffuser

design in mach 2 with 1 Kg/s of flow rate.[9]

Design procedure is performed for flight mach

numbers of 2.5 to 6.5 and compare with references.

Flight Conditions and Design Requirments:

Operation height of flight vehicle that intake was

design for it, is approximately in sea level. This intake

has 1kg/s of flow rate in 0 degree of attack angle with
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flight Mach number of 2. Subsonic diffuser designed in

such  manner  that  exit  flow  velocity  reduced  to.

            Supersonic diffuser Optimization procedure 

has been performed in this case and other flight Mach

number up to mach 6.50. Design requirements have

been demonstrate in table (1).

Table 1: Flight conditions

h (Sea Level) 0m

Ps,4 101325pa

T4 300k

á 0(deg)

ã 1.40

inm 1kg/s

Varieties of Supersonics Diffusers View Point of

Shocks Arrangment and Operating in Design

Condition: An overview of supersonic intake including

3 main parts of supersonic diffuser, throat and subsonic

diffuser are shown in figure (1). Supersonic diffuser

with creation of oblique shocks reduces free stream

Mach number. Optimization of shock arrangements in

this section has effective role in improvement of total

pressure recovery and reduces in total weight and

length of supersonic intake.

The arrangement of this part of supersonic intake

can has 3 various arrangements that consisted of:

1-full external compression 

2-full internal compression  

3-mixed compression.[8]

External compression supersonic diffuser with

normal shock placed in cowl lip, create a normal shock

with variable locus that move superior position and

create instability in flow filed. In supersonic diffuser

with full internal compression, all of oblique shocks

that reduce free stream supersonic velocity placed

internally and cause to more aspect ratio of

compression surfaces. This type of supersonic diffusers

with high aspect ratio of compression surfaces can

hardly starting and their problem in self starting must

be solved with variable geometry or with a higher

velocity more than design velocity to swallow the

primitive normal shock.

Mixed compression diffuser is a good choice

between full internal and external compression surfaces

diffuser and is a good compromise between normal

shock locus stability and self starting problem's.[1 ,2 ,5 ,8]

In design stability operation, follow conditions are

exist:

1-Design Mach number is the same of flight

velocity Mach number in cruise state. 

2-Compression fans created by compression

surfaces in design Mach number, concentrated on a

focal point in cowl lip.  

3-Terminal normal shock must be placed in throat

section.

Compression process according to fig (1) that

ex tshows a supersonic diffuser with N  external shocks

intand N  internal shocks, and shown in form of (Nex t

int×N ), is performed in 3 stages:

ext1-Flow velocity reduces with passing from N

external oblique shock from mach M4 to.M2

2-Inside the duct, flow velocity with passing from

in tN  internal oblique shock reduces from M2 to M3. 

3-Finally, flow velocity with passing from normal

shock reduces to subsonic regime. 

4- Subsonic diffuser design in a manner that flow

velocity reduces from M4 to M3 in the end of intake

with minimum disturbance and delivered to combustion

chamber.

Examination of Main Design in Supersonic Diffuser:

For examination of used algorithm in supersonic

diffuser design, just as seen in the fig(5),the simplest

mixed compression diffuser can be realized by using

only two ramps for the external and internal

compressions, by means of two oblique shocks only

.Fig ( 5).

äIs ramp angle and is shock angle. Supersonic

diffuser is defined with 2 ramps that first for external

compression and the second for internal compression.

The geometry is uniquely identified by prescribing the

following parameters:

1 21-Determining angle of è  and è

02-Determining of capture area A  (given by the length

of side B1C1)

From  these  data,  the  triangle           can be 

constructed. Height of         is obtained from captured 

mass flow rate.

Angle of ä1, calculated from oblique shock relation

ship.

And length of         is obtained from Equation

(1).

         (1)

The triangle               is constructed by placing

1 point A2 at C1, by gning side        to the angle ä

2and by choosing the point C at the point where the

1second oblique shock stemming at point C  with angle

2è  impinges on the body surface. The internal ramp

2angle ä  is obtained from oblique shock relations.

2Angle of è  obtained after the first shock are computed

2and the angle ä  is prescribed. Throat Mach number
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th threaches to M  and deviation angle of ä . Finally a

normal shock reduces free stream Mach number to

subsonic regime. Area of throat section determines with

the height of duct placed after the normal shock.

to t Supersonic diffuser total pressure recovery ç obtained

in 3 compression stage. 

1- Total pressure recovery obtained from external

Extoblique shocks. (ç )

2- Total pressure recovery obtained from internal

Intoblique shocks. (ç

3- Total pressure recovery obtained from Terminal

N ormalNormal shock.(ç ) 

In the other hand, Total presser recovery in total

intake obtained from Equation (2). 

         (2)

1 2The best combinations of angles ä  and ä  are those

which equidistribute  among the three stages. ,[2 ,3]

5-Design Criteria Based on Geometry Design with

M aximum Pressure Recovery: With attention to

design Mach number and number of external and

internal ramps in design, we must calculate internal and

external ramp angle with an algorithm that total

pressure efficiency be maximum.

With assumption that total oblique shock number

is n, the best arrangements for oblique shocks are the

time that follows conditions are continued: 

1-Normal component of all oblique shocks must be

equal. (Have the same strength).

2-The amount of Mach number in front of terminal

normal shock must be approximately to 1.2. 

Oswatitstch, the Germany researcher also has been

producing a criterion that is very close to above

criterion.    

 

Analytical, we can expression as following: 

         (3)

In this manner, the value of throat Mach number

approximately was close to 1.2 so that normal shock

losses minimized. 

Amount of 1.2 that is selected for Mach number

before terminal normal shock, has these advantages:

1- Lead to more intake operation stability against

free stream velocity fluctuation when free stream

velocity reduces to less of design velocity.

2-viscosity effects don't consider in parametric

analysis and cause to more flow compressibility in

supersonic diffuser (more abatement flow velocity than

predicted in parametric analysis). With this criterion,

we sure that flow isn’t being subsonic in supersonic

diffuser that cause to formation of bow shock in front

of intake.

3-With selection of throat Mach number less than

1.2, total pressure recovery can't be increases extremely

but cause to more aspect ratio and starting problems.

Values of various è that obtained in this manner is

the optimum values that can be exist with selection 

Desiggn ext Intof M  , N  and. N .

Tobtain the optimum value for, define coefficient

as the bellow: 

to tk=1-ç          (4)

The minimum k will give the maximum value for

to tç  .An iterative procedure will find the minimum of k

over the region of admissible shock angles. An

example of design supersonic diffuser has been shown

in fig (6). [2 ,6 ,7]

Improving in Design: For minimize the subsonic

diffuser length with out spillage mass flow rate,

external shock focal point placed on the cowl lip. Also,

the first internal ramp is placed on the cowl lip and

other internal ramps design in a manner that their focal

point placed on point that have been shown in fig

(5).As the number of internal ramps is increased, the

contour describing the cowl will approximate the

smooth curve provided by the Prandtl-Meyer isentropic

relations.

Thus, the maximum turning angles deliverable by

this design cannot exceed the isentropic limit, set by

the sonic conditions. Moreover, it is not convenient to

increase the number of external ramps, because the

many interactions occurring under off design conditions

that may lead to unfavorable flow patterns. Typically

a suitable number of external ramps are not greater

than 3, but the number of internal ramps can be larger

because the upstream Mach number has been already

2reduced by the external ramps and thus the angle è ,

and consequently the ramp angles ä, may be larger.

The other manner to improvement in design

2methodology obtain when flow turning in point C  isn’t

take place suddenly but flow will reflect over the

curved portion of the surface

2According to fig (7), if focal point C  doesn’t

placed on body surface and placed somewhat below the

body surface, in this case, all of shocks reflected from

1point C  are cut by the lower wall before they

converge at the focal point.

According to this change in second focal point

2(C ), we must tracing forward the streamline starting

from a point S2 instead of S0.
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The favorite of this manner is that the singularity

in C2 is removed and the contour becomes a piece-

wise linear curve that has been shown in fig (7),

whereas the upper contour is unchanged. .[11]

2For determining of C , parameter z can be

2introduced  to  identify  the  C   position.  z  Is ratio

2between the length of side         and          . C  

Placed on the body surface if z=1, otherwise z  <1.

Both designs provide the same shock losses but a

different overall length for a given capture area. The

main difference of the two designs is the radius of

curvature at the throat which acts on the performance

both under on and off design conditions.

Results of Parametric Analysis: Supersonic diffuser

design accomplished for flight Mach numbers 2.5, 3.5,

4.5, 5.5 and 6.0 as the manner description.  

For example, geometric figure and design

parameter for design mach numbers 2, 2.5 and 6.5 are

shown in figures from (8) to (13).

Geometric parameters containing optimum ramps

and shocks angle in each stage and thermodynamics'

parameters containing pressure recovery in each stage

and total pressure recovery for flight mach numbers 2,

2.5 and 6.5 are given in tables from (2) to (6).

Just as values of tables (2) to (6) are shown, and

fig (19) shows, there isn’t any difference between total

recovery of geometrics with 2×8 and 2×2 arrangement.

For higher mach numbers of 3.5, as mention of data in

table (7), total pressure recovery in geometric with 2×8

shocks arrangement is more than 2×2 shocks

arrangement.

With increment of free stream Mach number from

3.5 to 6.5, the value of total pressure recovery of 2×2

shocks arrangements reduces from approximately to and

this value for 2×2 shocks arrangements reduces from

approximatelyto.

Therefore, for small mach numbers, it is better

than use of a supersonic diffuser withshock

arrangements with less length and weight.

8-Examination in off Design Conditions

28-A.case That the Internal Shocks Focal Point(C ) Is

Placed on Body Surface: According to fig (14), in

this case, all shocks reflected with a flat surface in

superior position when M 4 is less than design values.

According to fig (14), reflected shocks from

2downstream of point C  have the steeper reflected

shocks.

These strong reflected shocks with meeting to each

other and produce a stronger shock, might choke the

internal duct.

In this case, it is possible that there are not enough

mass flow rates with normal shocks in canal, even

I lowwhen M   is greater than M .

lowIt is mentioned that M M  Is the lowest Mach

number that supersonic diffuser can swallow the normal

shock.

The strong normal shock that formation from the

gather of many oblique shocks, in the convergent part

of the duct will be unstable and will move upstream

until it will be spilled out of the duct to form a bow-

shock upstream the cowl lip. 

In this case, large loss from pressure and drag

force will follow.

2B.case That the Internal Shocks Focal Point(C ) Is

Placed on below Body Surface: In this case, only a

few of the internal shocks will be reflected by the flat

surface (Fig. 15), whereas the remaining (among which

there are the most prone to choke the flow) will reflect

over the curved portion of the surface downstream

2ofC !

In this time, for divergence of reflected shocks, the

probability choking of internal duct flow will be

1reduce. In this case the flow will choke only if M  is

lowlower than. M 

Determining of Geometrical Dimension of Entrance

Surface: Since ramp increment numbers, increment in

system total weight, length and more complexity in

compressibility process in off design condition, with

Designattention to mach design number(M =2), Supersonic

diffuser with arrangement of 2×2 selected and z=0.75

for determining lower surface offset.

With attention to data in table (1) that expression

flight conditions, we can determining the dimension of

entrance surface.

This intake in design condition (flight in Mach 2

and  sea  level condition) with angle of attackmust be 

captured        of  mass  flow  rate  and delivered to 

combustion chamber.

With attention to investigations have been done on

supersonic intake and other references, the optimum

dimension for entrance surface obtained when height of

entrance is less than its wide. 

In designing of this supersonic diffuser, select  for

height to wide ratio.
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Fig. 1: Components of supersonic INTAKE

Fig. 2: Supersonic EXTERNAL Compression Diffuser

Fig. 3: .Supersonic INTERNAL Compression Diffuser

Fig. 4: Supersonic EXTERNAL/INTERNAL Compression Diffuser

Fig. 5: Schematic of base supersonic diffuser 
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Fig. 6: Example of 3×3 supersonic diffuser obtained with designed algorithm

Fig. 7: Offset of supersonic diffuser lower surfaces to top for obtained more smooth profile in throat section

Fig. 8: Optimum Superso1nic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=2

Fig. 9: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×8 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=2

Fig. 10: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=2.50
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Fig. 11: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×8 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=2.50

Fig. 12: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=6.50

Fig. 13: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×8 arrangement, z=0.75 in M  4=6.50

Fig. 14: Design with 3×3 arrangement and z=1.0

Fig. 15: Design with 3×3 arrangement and z=1.0
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Table 2: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M4=2

Shock number M ach number in Deviation angle Deviation angle Normal component Pressure recovery

each stage of flow (deg) of flow (deg) of shock in each stage

0 2 5 34.33 1.127 0.997

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 1.821 5.3 38.24 1.127 0.997

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 1.638 5.556 43.51 1.127 0.997

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 1.448 5.558 51.11 1.127 0.977

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 1.127 Normal shock - 1.127 0.997

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 0.835 Total pressure recovery= (0.997) =0.9855

Table 3: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M4=2.50

Shock number M ach number in Deviation angle Deviation angle Normal component Pressure recovery

each stage of flow (deg) of flow (deg) of shock in each stage

0 2.50 7.3 29.357 1.226 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 2.197 8.06 33.898 1.226 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 1.893 8.86 40.329 1.226 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 1.581 9.35 50.858 1.229 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 1.213 Normal shock - 1.213 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 0.834 Total pressure recovery= (0.99) =0.955

Table 4: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M4=6.50

Shock number M ach number in Deviation angle Deviation angle Normal component Pressure recovery

each stage of flow (deg) of flow (deg) of shock in each stage

0 6.50 10.5 17.408 1.945 0.746

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 4.872 13.97 23.517 1.945 0.746

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 3.533 19.1 33.402 1.945 0.746

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 2.373 26.08 55.053 1.945 0.746

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 1.179 Normal shock - 1.179 0.994

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 0.855 Total pressure recovery= (0.746) ×0.994=0.3074

Table 5: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×2 arrangement, z=0.75 in M4=2.0

Shock number M ach number in Deviation angle Deviation angle Normal component Pressure recovery

each stage of flow (deg) of flow (deg) of shock in each stage

0 2 2 31.64 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 1.928 2.05 32.97 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 1.855 2.1 34.45 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 1.781 2.15 36.083 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 1.708 2.2 37.91 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 1.633 2.25 39.997 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6 1.557 2.28 42.389 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 1.479 2.3 48.55 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8 1.400 2.3 48.55 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 1.3193 2.23 52.70 1.049 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 1.2 Normal shock - 1.2 0.999

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11 0.842 Total pressure recovery= (0.999) =0.98911
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Table 6: Optimum Supersonic diffuser with 2×8 arrangement, z=0.75 in M4=2.5

Shock number M ach number in Deviation angle Deviation angle Normal component Pressure recovery

each stage of flow (deg) of flow (deg) of shock in each stage

0 2.5 2.9 25.71 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 2.377 3 27.17 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2 2.257 3.12 28.70 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3 2.136 3.26 30.50 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4 2.014 3.39 32.57 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5 1.892 3.54 34.97 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6 1.768 3.68 37.84 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 1.642 3.78 41.31 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8 1.513 3.85 45.78 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9 1.380 3.80 51.81 1.085 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

10 1.208 Normal shock - 1.208 0.998

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11 0.837 Total pressure recovery= (0.998) =0.97811

Table 7: M aximum Total pressure recovery obtained with parametric analyze

to ta lMaximum P 

Design mach number Shocks arrangement(2×2) Shocks arrangement(2×8)

2 0.98 0.99

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.5 0.96 0.97

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3.5 0.75 0.94

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4.5 0.50 0.81

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5.5 0.35 0.77

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6.5 0.30 0.72

With attention to design algorithm for supersonic
diffuser and determining of height and wide of entrance
surface, the supersonic diffuser overall length obtain as
7.93cm.

Dimension of throat length with attention to
reference ( ) is fourfold of throat channel height.
Subsonic diffuser dimension obtained with attention to
Mach number equal to 1 in throat and 0.3 in end of
subsonic diffuser and with gas dynamics relations and
avoided to expression in details.

Geometrical dimensions represents in figures (16)
and (17) for supersonic diffuser designed in Mach 2.

Boundary Conditions: Exit of intake defined by
assumption that normal shock must be placed in the
end of throat section. Total pressure losses resulting
from oblique and normal shocks obtained from shocks
relations. For decrease number of numerical cells and
cost of numerical computation, define symmetry for
mirror plane. Meshing of model accomplished
according to fig (18).

As shown in this figure, structural cells are binge
used for numerical solution.  Structural cells are being
used in numerical solution. 

Compare with References: Validity of Significant
parameters in designing of supersonic intake similar to
total pressure recovery and aspect ratio that equal to
the ratio of entrance area to throat area and is
significant for normal shock swallow is shown in
figures (19) and (20).

There is a good agreement between parametric
analysis and results reported from references.  
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Compare of Parametric Results with Numerical

Solution in M ach 2: One  Dimensional (1D) analysis

of flow filed have been done to predict the

performance with assume that the flow as compressible

and in viscid (Solve of EULER equations).The air

stream is considered as ideal gas with constant thermo-

chemical properties. Obtained results compared with

numerical analyze that have a good adjustment. Two

numerical methods for the solution of the Euler

equations have been used to solve flow filed with

different flow regimes: a space-marching formulation is

used when the flow is supersonic throughout the whole

domain of integration (critical and supercritical mode)

and A time-marching formulation is used when the

flow develops regions of subsonic flows (sub critical

mode).

Both formulations are based on a shock-fitting

approach whereas most of the CFD analyses presented

in the literature are based on shock-capturing schemes.

Points presented in fig (21) are the place of

thermodynamic values calculated with oblique and

normal shock relations.

Counters of Mach number in design condition are

presented in fig (22). It has been shown that free

stream velocity with four numbers of oblique shocks in

supersonic diffuser and one normal shock in throat

section reduced to subsonic velocity and finally reach

to 0.3 mach in the exit of subsonic diffuser.

Increase of static pressure in total supersonic

diffuser and increase of static pressure in pass of any

oblique shock has been shown in fig (23).

Operation of supersonic diffuser in sub critical

operation that cause to formation of a bow shock in

front of intake, has been shown in fig (24).

Disadvantage use of fixed geometrical supersonic

diffuser is their operation in below design Mach

number that couldn’t swallow normal shock and cause

to Mach spillage drag.

Compare between numerical results and analytical

results have been shown in figures (25) to (28). It has

been shown that exist a good conformity between

numerical and analytical results.

Conclusion: With Compare between results obtained

from parametric analyze, numerical analyze of flow

filed and analytical results that obtained in design

operation, it has been shown that design algorithm are

correct and is effective for supersonic diffuser design

process.

Also, the simplest configuration and short length of

designed intake is the preference of this method in

supersonic diffuser design relative to isentropic design

in low Mach number.Optimum design of boundary

layer bleeds for reduced of viscosity effects will also

be considered in continuation of this research.  
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DesignFig. 16: 2Dimensional view of designed intake with 2×2 arrangement in M =2

D esignFig. 17: View of geometrical dimension of designed intake in M =2 with 2×2 Arrangements and         of

flow rate
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Fig. 18: Total view of boundary conditions used in numerical solution

Fig. 19: Compare of total pressure recovery between Parametric analyzes and references report

Fig. 20: Compare of Area aspect ratio between Parametric analyzes and references report

Fig. 21: Analytical calculations (obtained from shocks relation) have been done in these points.
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Fig. 22: Contours of mach number in supersonic intake with arrangement of 2×2 and invisid flow(solve of Euler

equations)

4Fig. 23: Contour of static pressure in M =2

4Fig. 24: Contours of free stream mach number in sub critical conditions, M  =1.90
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Fig. 25: Variation of mach number obtained from numerical and analytical method in intake  

Fig. 26:Variation of Total pressure obtained from numerical and analytical method in intake  

Fig. 27: Variation of Static temperature obtained from numerical and analytical method in intake  
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Fig. 28: Variation of Static pressure obtained from numerical and analytical method in intake  
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